Golf Cage Installation Instructions

PARTS LIST FOR GOLF UNITS
Stock #70400 is indoor model
Stock #70401 is outdoor model

2 only - 9’x1-1/4” Aluminum Pipes (Letter A)

4 only - 9’x1-1/4” Aluminum Pipe Legs with a hole 2” from end - End with hole is bottom end *See Note Below (Letter B)

2 only - 9’x1-1/4” Aluminum Pipes without holes (Letter C)

4 only - Side Outlet Elbow Fittings (Letter D)

4 only - Rubber Cups for bottom of Legs

4 only - Eye Bolts to go into holes in pipes - Letter B - for attaching net

48 only - Shower Curtain Rings for suspending net (6 only for each section of pipe)

1 only - Turf Mat & Tee

*Note - 70401 ONLY
The 4 only Legs (Letter B) have a hole 2” from bottom end and 4” from top end. Holes at top end are for eye bolts to be used in attaching Nylon Guy Lines. Also, included are 4 only stakes for anchoring Guy Lines.

After net is suspended from Frame with shower curtain rings, Green Baffle and Target unit is to be suspended inside of net approximately 1’ from back. Baffle is hung from pipes - Letter A - with nylon cord attached to corner of baffle. Net must be suspended inside of frame, not draped over the top of it.